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3. Introduction
The sea and its resources make an important contribution to jobs and growth in the
EU. They provide food (from fish) and energy (from offshore oil and gas fields, and
wind farms), while the EU's merchant fleet carries its trade across the world's oceans.
Coastal areas are home to tourism - another big economic sector. We must, therefore,
exploit the sea's resources responsibly by preventing over-fishing and ensuring that oil
and gas extraction does not damage the marine or coastal environment.
Human resources have an overriding importance since this underpins all activities at
sea. There is growing concern since fewer young adults are choosing a future
connected to the sea.
The EU’s maritime transport policy, issued on 21 January 2009 by the Commission
for the period up to 2018, presents the main strategic goals for the European maritime
transport system and identifies key areas where action by the EU should strengthen
the competitiveness of the sector while enhancing its environmental performance.
Among those areas, the Commission stresses the need to promote Maritime
employment and address current shortages of European seafarers:
"[…] there is a genuine EU interest in emphasizing the attractiveness of the maritime
professions to Europeans by means of actions that involve, where appropriate, the
Commission, the Member States and the industry itself".
One of the key issues in this context is to strike the right balance between the
employment conditions of EU mariners and the competitiveness of the European fleet.
The OECD countries remain an important source of mariners, although Eastern
Europe has become increasingly significant with a large increase in officer and rating
numbers after the collapse of the Soviet Union. The Latvian Maritime industry has
become a supplier of seafarers for EU ship-owners. The age profile of EU seafarers is
increasing and young Europeans choose do not undertake employment in the
maritime industry.
Therefore, Latvia serves as a good example of how the young people are exposed to
the maritime industry by different promotional programs to attract them for education
in the maritime sector. Latvia is continuously supplying educated personnel to the
shipping sector, and attention needs to be paid to factors that increase the quality,
capabilities and performance of mariners while reaching a balance with the work
conditions.
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4. Objectives
During the last years, there has been considerable decline in resources for seamen
working on merchant vessels in Latvia. Therefore, it is important to raise awareness
of the problem and consider the future steps with the goal of constantly strengthening
the competitiveness of seafarers.
The objectives of this Assessment of Latvian mariner activities, employment,
work conditions and education paper are:
1. To develop an understanding of the current state of seafarer recruitment and
retention in Latvia. That has become compulsory for those within the maritime
industry and includes socio economic factors, attractiveness of the industry,
demand of the maritime cluster in Latvia as well as in Europe, working
conditions, etc.
2. To identify the obstacles and incentives to become and remain a seafarer,
factors that influence potential mariner's decision to enter the mariner
workforce and the decision whether or not to continue working at sea.
3. To explore the intake and graduates of the Latvian maritime educational
centres, the reasons for the downward trend in intake and graduates. Is this due
to the lack of resources to support student, poor access to information on
recruitment, and the lack of promotion within the mariner profession?
4. To assess the role of Latvian maritime education and training system – as an
important factor in meeting the demands of the maritime industry, and the
ambitions of the current and future seafarers.

5. Target Stakeholders
The promotion of Maritime employment, attracting and retaining young people in
seafaring professions is a common problem for all organizations involved in the
Maritime industry and related sectors and should be addressed jointly. The main
players in this process include:
• Ministry of Transport, Ministry of Education and Science, Maritime
Administration of Latvia;
• Maritime education and training centres;
• Crewing companies;
• Ship owners and Ship Management companies;
• Port authorities, maritime service and other companies related to utilizing the
knowledge and experience of ex-seafarers.
© SKEMA
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6. Latvian Seafarers
National seafarers can be considered as part of the shipping sector as they are
employed on both foreign and nationally owned ships. Due to the considerable
number, they are one of the most important maritime resources in Latvia. In spite of
the relatively small shipping sector, there are around 12,000 merchant mariners and an
additional 1,000 mariners working on fishing and inland vessels. Most merchant
mariners work on foreign owned ships. An important factor is the international
demand for quality maritime labour. An indirect economic activity is created by
foreign companies who search for quality merchant officers through crewing agents.
Maritime educational institutions and training centres benefit from the presence of a
large pool of the seafarers. Taking into consideration the seafarers and the companies
involved in a multitude of different activities, a network can be drawn (see Figure 1).
The seafarers cluster includes crewing companies, maritime educational centres, nongovernmental associations, training centres and other stakeholders who benefit from
presence of large pool of seafarers.

Figure 1. The seafarer operation cluster in Latvia
According to the Ministry of Transport, there was a large pool of around 20,000
seafarers in the mid 1990s. Today, this number is decreasing as more aged seamen
retire than there is an intake of new recruits. Nevertheless, considering the present
economical value of the national seafarers, it can be concluded that they are an
important driver for Latvian economy and the supply of Latvian seafarers for EU
ship-owners is at present, a core activity of the maritime industry.
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6.1. Latvian Seafarers and their potential
The supply of seafarers for EU ship owners can be seen as another core business of
the Latvian Maritime industry. All nationally educated seafarers cannot be employed
by the Latvian Shipping sector that leads to an oversupply of seafarers.
There is a huge shortage of quality ship officers globally and an oversupply of ratings.
The cross section of Latvian seafarers represents approximately 6,000 ratings and
5,500 officers. So, there is a huge potential with these resources, not only in terms of
maritime labour on board, but also as maritime labour for the whole maritime cluster
in Latvia and the European Union. When seafarers end their career at sea, they join
shipping companies and mostly find work within maritime service sector. The
government should establish framework conditions where Latvian seafarers can add
value in the maritime value chain.
Taking into consideration the predictable changes in the pool of seafarers, a decrease
in the number of seafarers is likely to occur, as fewer students are graduating from
educational centres, and cannot maintain a steady number of mariners. This is
reflected in the age of seafarers. There are more seafarers in the 40 - 60 age group
compared to the 20 - 40 age group (see Figure 2).

Age structure of the Latvian Seafarers
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Figure 2. Age of Latvian seafarers showing a 54% population in the 40-75 age group.
The number of active certificates and the number of seafarers working onboard ships
was extracted from the Latvian Seamen Registry database (2008 -2010) to determine
the number of active Latvian seafarers. Data on the seafarers’ average salaries and
time spent onboard were collected from crewing companies in field research. Five
crewing companies were surveyed, that provided a sample of about 40% of seafarers
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recruited through Latvian crewing companies. The size of sample provides an insight
into the pool of seafarers.
6.2. Number of Latvian seafarers
The breakdown of the different class of seafarers is provided in Table 1. Ratings are
not broken down into separate positions as there is no significant difference in wage
levels between the different subclasses. The total number of Latvian seafarers
working on merchant vessels is around 11,800 or approximately 1.3% of total
working population in Latvia.
Table 1: Population of Latvian seafarers in different positions on merchant vessels
Number of
Proportion of seafarers (%)
seafarers
Masters
778
6.60%
Chief Officers
696
5.90%
2nd Officers
588
5.00%
3rd Officers
375
3.20%
Chief Engineers
891
7.60%
2nd Engineers
768
6.50%
3rd Engineers
525
4.50%
4th Engineers
298
2.50%
Reef. Engineers
52
0.40%
Gas Engineers
93
0.80%
Electrical engineers
445
3.80%
46.80%
Total officers
5509
Ratings
53.20%
6273
100.00%
Total seafarers
11782
Source: Latvian Seamen Registry database (2010)

About 10 % of Latvian seafarers are employed through crewing companies which are
not located in Latvia. This number was taken into account in determining the number
of Latvian seafarers. Approximately 54% seafarers are ratings and 46% are officers.
Due to the overcapacity of ratings in the global market, it is important that in the
future there are more active officers than ratings as the demand for Latvian ratings
will decrease.
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6.3. Seafarer’s average salary and time spent on board per year
There are about 60 active crewing companies which offer jobs for Latvian seafarers.
The crewing companies differ with the number of seafarers that can be employed
onboard. The biggest crewing companies employ more than 1000 Latvian seafarers
per year while the smallest companies offer the employment for several tens of
seafarers. Latvian crewing companies are obliged to provide the Latvian Seamen
Registry with the number of Latvian seafarers for whom employment is provided.
These crewing companies employ not only Latvian seafarers, but also seafarers from
Lithuania, Estonia, Russia, Ukraine and Byelorussia. These seafarers are not counted,
since crewing companies are not obliged to provide this information to the Latvian
Seamen Registry. They also play only limited role for Latvian economy.
Field research of 5 out of 7 main crewing companies provided survey results
of 40% of all seafarers employed through crewing companies located in Latvia. The
crewing companies provided information about the average salary and time spent
onboard per year. During the survey it was discovered that there is no considerable
difference in average salaries on two different types of vessels, Table 2. The biggest
difference does not exceed a few hundreds of USD for individual position. Therefore,
it can be assumed, that the sample size represented by 5 crewing companies is large
enough to represent all crewing companies in terms of average salaries of seafarers
working onboard. As the Latvian seafarers work on different types of vessels, a
distinction is made between tankers and cargo ships.
Table 2. Average salary of Latvian seafarers
Difference in
salaries on
General
tankers/cargo
Average
Tankers
cargo ships
ships
salary
$11,360.00
$8,250.00
38%
$9,805.00
Masters
$8,870.00
$5,855.00
51%
$7,362.50
Chief Officers
$4,300.00
$4,085.00
5%
$4,192.50
2nd Officers
$3,650.00
$3,220.00
13%
$3,435.00
3rd Officers
$10,850.00
$7,800.00
39%
$9,325.00
Chief Engineers
$8,875.00
$5,810.00
53%
$7,342.50
2nd Engineers
$4,300.00
$4,085.00
5%
$4,192.50
3rd Engineers
$3,650.00
$3,200.00
14%
$3,425.00
4th Engineers
$3,200.00
$3,200.00
Reef. Engineers
$6,000.00
$6,000.00
Gas Engineers
Electrical
$5,700.00
$4,900.00
16%
$5,300.00
engineers
$1,762.50
$1,768.00
0%
$1,765.25
Ratings
Source: Inquiries from crewing companies (2010)
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It can be seen that officers on tankers earn more than on general cargo vessels while
the average salaries for ratings remains the same. 60% of all seafarers work on tankers
and around 40% of seafarers work on general cargo vessels. This assumption is based
on results of seafarers’ inquiries which were carried out by Seamen Registry of
Maritime Administration of Latvia. This relationship is taken into account in
calculations of economic value of seafarers.
Even if there are differences in length of contracts for some crewing companies the
main contract type is 4 months onboard. The officers mostly spend 4 months at home
while ratings, who have a lower salary, spend less time at home, about 2 - 3 months
on average. From survey data, it can be concluded that officers spend 6 months
onboard on average while ratings spend 7 months, Table 3.
Table 3. Average time seafarers spend onboard per year
Officers
6 months
Ratings
7.5 months
Source: Inquiries from crewing companies (2010)

7. Career path for seafarers from education to retirement
The career path can be divided in three stages; studies, work and retirement. The flux
of students through the educational institutions and the different forms of employment
are shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Career path for seafarers from education to retirement
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As the pool of seafarers is a dynamic system, this simplified model is used to show
the seafarer’s career path. The size of seafarers’ pool depends on the number of
entrants from the maritime education system and the number of graduates. Part of the
seafarers leaves the pool for work ashore, while elderly seafarers take a pension.
Therefore, it is important to understand which factors impact the decision of
individuals to join or leave the pool of seafarers. This approach can be used to model
the changes of Latvian seafarers’ pool in future. However, additional research is
required to analyze the impact of each factor and collect required data.
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8. Determinant factors affecting the seafarers and potential seafarers
Different studies and surveys have gathered opinions of EU and non-EU seafarers
regarding their profession. There are several recurring themes identified as
influencing the decision to either remain or retire from the maritime profession. These
factors are listed in Figure 4 that shows a continual reassessment of whether to remain
working onboard or take on employment on shore.

Figure 4. Factors that influence the decision to work onboard or on the mainland.
Individuals are the decision makers and therefore the factors which have impact on
their decision should be considered. These factors can be called determinant factors.
The individuals make decisions all the time. They choose between different options
© SKEMA
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and therefore the decision is based on the factors which are related to each of the
options. It can be assumed that individuals choose the option which suits them best to
reach their goals and fulfil their needs. For example, when individuals consider their
goals in life, they choose their profession and join one or the other educational
institution which helps them acquire skills and knowledge needed for the chosen
profession. Accordingly, individuals compare different industries and the determinant
factors of those industries like average salary, employment prospects, workload,
working environment etc. One basis of this comparison, a decision is made and
individuals choose an educational institution. Also, the attractiveness of the maritime
career is largely determined by the socio-economic environment.
There are three main incentives to obtain maritime education and work in the shipping
industry. These include salary, employment prospects after studies, as there is
considerable unemployment in Latvia, and career prospects ashore in the shipping
industry after gaining seagoing experience.
Negative factors include working environment on board, the high costs for
maritime education. The high cost of maritime education reduces availability for a
lot of individuals who come from low income families.
The shipping industry competes with other industries to attract employees. However,
there is a difference - the shipping industry can be perceived as a global industry
where seafarers work all over the world while other industries can be perceived as
local industries as they are mostly located in a particular country. A decision is taken
comparing the perspectives of shipping industry which, in most of the cases, is global
with the similar factors of other industries. The sum of these factors determines if the
profession is attractive for young adults and, therefore, they decide to study maritime
education in institutions in a particular country. The sum of determinant factors later
has impact on the decision of the seafarer to continue to work on board or to leave and
work ashore in other industry or in other country.
The trade-off for the ship-owner is between income and expenses (Figure 5).
Expenses, can be seen as service costs, and are the sum of all costs related to
employment of seafarers from a particular country, including recruitment costs,
victual costs, travelling costs salaries. Employment costs are approximately 40-60%
of daily running costs of the ship. The income depends on the required onboard
performance of seafarers for an adequate return to the ship-owner. The shipping
company needs to profit, to be competitive and remain in the market.
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Figure 5. Ship owners need to balance expenses with improved performance and
income.
The performance, according to motivation theory, depends on three factors1:
- Ability, that is related to education and experience;
- Motivation, that depends on factors to motivate the individual for better
performance, such as salary, career growth, work load, etc.
- Work environment, needed to perform the required task.
Motivation and work environment is a responsibility of the shipping company.
However, performance also depends on previous education and experience of the
seafarer, so, the quality of maritime education in the particular country is of great
importance. Therefore, it can be seen that if the ship-owners want to achieve higher
performance levels, they should invest to attract more individuals into the shipping
industry.
The increasing competition in the industry is exerting pressure on the keeping
expenses as low as possible. The interaction of the competitive factors and benefits is
shown in Figure 6.

1

Organizational Behavior: Managing People and Organizations; Ricky W. Griffin, Gregory
Moorhead; Cengage Learning, 2009 (9th Edition); pp. 99
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Figure 6. Interdependency of competitive factors and benefits.
One option for ship-owners is to keep the same performance, but go for cheaper
resources. The cost of ratings is cheaper in Asia than from Latvia. The level of
performance is similar due to the onboard support functions. Also, the salary level is
similar, but the lower travelling costs for ratings from Asia provide a better economic
outcome and this is lowering the demand for ratings from Latvia.
Another way of increasing the competitiveness of a company is to increase the
onboard performance level for a better service and compete on service, and not on
costs. Accordingly, the ship-owner should look for better educated seafarers to
provide a better working environment, but this will be associated with higher costs.
The strategy for competition depends on the ship-owner.
The industry trends show that more and more companies want to have better
performing onboard management staff (master, chief officer, second officer, 2nd
engineer) as they are recognized as the key resources for the performance level.
However, time and experience are required for operational level officers to become
management level officers. Therefore, it is essential to support maritime education for
well-trained operational level officers to make the transition to management level
officers in future. High quality education is an essential resource for better
performance on ships.
8.1 Positive determinant factors
There are several reasons that motivate young people to choose a career at sea.
Among these positive determinant factors, advantages of an onboard career are:
- Opportunity to see the world;
© SKEMA
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-

Career perspectives;
Salary and tax breaks;
Family tradition;
Attractive life style - hard work, but long breaks.

Working on a ship allows sailors to travel around the world, visit exotic tourist
destinations, meet another people from different countries. Depending on the specific
job, seafarers may be granted time off, while the ship is in port. In some cases,
seafarers may sail with their families, although this opportunity is still usually open
only to officers. It is rare for a rating to sail accompanied by family members.
Remuneration and financial issues are one of the most important reasons for going to
sea, although wages are still considerably lower than for Western European seafarers,
they are attractive compared to the wages for jobs ashore at similar levels of
employment. Crew members have no real expenses as the ship covers food, uniform
and living quarters. Once they join the ship, they are provided with regular meals,
pay, medical assistance, and free accommodation on the ship, resulting in minimal
living expenses. This increases the value of their wages. Furthermore, seafarers
usually have lengthy period of leave after they complete the contract.

8.2 Negative determinant factors
There are certain disadvantages concerning work and life onboard a ship. The
following are the most frequently mentioned negative factors influencing the
seafarers’ choice to stay at sea.
-

Living conditions and communication with home
Nature of the work and workload
Working environment
Limitations in shore leave
Criminal activities
Piracy
Specific risks

The disadvantage of the job are working and living conditions on the ship. Crew
member living conditions are far from luxurious. Shipboard life involves isolation
from friends and family, intermittent danger, boredom, forced contact with others, and
the inability to leave the environment. Due to the closed corridors of ship life,
airborne illnesses and diseases often occur.
© SKEMA
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Seafarers have lengthy contracts or tours of duty which varies according to employer
and nationality. For example, a typical tour of duty for a rating could be nine months
for Filipinos and six months for Eastern Europeans. Typical senior Western European
officer tours of duty are generally determined by the voyage cycle of the ship and are
normally between three to four months, in contrast to their Filipino and Indian
counterparts, whose contracts are for nine months.
Standards for food, accommodation and welfare vary enormously from ship to ship.
Nevertheless, some seafarers continue to live in poor conditions. In too many ships,
cabins are cramped and shared, poorly lit and ventilated, and commonly infested with
pests such as cockroaches. There are usually no recreational facilities (apart from a
television), toilet facilities are shared, and basic standards of hygiene are not met.
These ships are more likely to be ferries and older generation bulk carriers, and
general cargo ships, which do not operate on international routes.
The ability to maintain contact with family and friends helps to relieve the feelings
of loneliness and isolation. It is evident that most seafarers are family-orientated. In
the long term isolation from families is often a problem. Modern seafarers spend at
least three quarters of their working lives away from their families and local
communities. There may also be problems when seafarers return home. After long
periods away, the necessary adaptation process can be difficult – and, just when they
are starting to adjust, many seafarers have to return to sea. This irregularity of contact
causes particular problems.
Despite the availability of modern communication systems – such as fax, the Internet
and satellite telephone systems – many seafarers remain isolated from their families
whilst at sea. Ratings cannot generally afford to be in regular telephone contact with
their families. They are often afraid to use satellite systems because they fear that they
will not be able to restrict themselves to the few minutes of conversation they can
afford. INMARSAT rates are high and frequently seafarers cannot take advantage of
the cheapest rates when calling home due to time differences. Calls from seamen’s
missions or pay phones ashore remain the most important means by which seafarers
maintain contact with their families and friends at home. However, many of them
have little opportunity to go ashore. For seafarers, poor communication adds to the
sense of isolation and loneliness they frequently experience.
E-mail aboard ships has revolutionized ship-shore communication at both an
operational and personal level. Very few shipping lines permit members of their
crews (usually only officers) to use e-mail for personal communication. They may
have personal “mailboxes” and rely on masters to send and print out personal
messages. Either way e-mail has made daily contact with family and friends a
© SKEMA
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possibility for a number of senior seafarers and those who have access to it value it
enormously. Where the facility to use e-mail is offered by a company, access is often
limited to officers either as a matter of policy or practice. On many ships, ratings do
not have access to computer terminals and may, in any case, be inexperienced with email and the Internet. To further complicate matters, most ratings do not have e-mail
accounts at home and their families would, in any case, not be able to receive
messages.
Seafarers usually work seven days a week, 10-14 hours per day. On top of the normal
everyday workload on board for deck, engine officers, ratings and galley staff, there is
also additional work which has to be undertaken in port. This includes: dealing with
visitors, i.e. immigration, customs, port state control inspection; loading/unloading
cargo; lashing and unlashing cargo; dealing with cargo plans; painting the hull;
bunkering; crew changes; and many additional engine and maintenance tasks.
Furthermore, modern ports frequently work 24 hours a day which means that pressure
only begins to ease when the ship returns to sea.
The last 20 years have also seen a reduction in crew size. In the early 1970s a typical
10,000 grt bulk cargo carrier would have about 40 crew members. Today a much
bigger (i.e. 30,000 grt) bulk carrier is likely to have 18 to 25 crew members. The same
crew-size pattern applies to cargo-carrying ships. The smaller crew size also makes it
difficult for seafarers to be given shore leave in port. Small crews result in labour
intensification, with seafarers working longer hours and performing a wider variety
of tasks, so there is less time to increase performance with additional duties.
Various studies have highlighted the monotony of working and living aboard modern
cargo ships and many of the changes within the industry can be said to have
exacerbated the boredom and social isolation which have always been a feature of a
seafarer’s working life. Ships of all types spend considerably less time in port than
they did 30 years ago. This dramatic change in “turnaround times” has occurred
despite a substantial increase in tonnage. Seafarers are isolated from friends,
community and family. A crew forms an isolated community. This isolation has been
intensified by the reduction in turnaround times. In theory, no matter how short the
turnaround time, there is still a possibility for seafarers to be granted shore leave.
However, in practical terms this is extremely difficult. Other factors that make it
difficult for seafarers to go ashore are a greater workload whilst ships are in port,
more paperwork, decline in crewing levels, isolation of and insecurity of port
locations.
Cargo ships are not primarily built to accommodate seafarers. Many everyday life
activities (i.e. working, eating, sleeping, and socializing) take place in a work
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environment exposed to vibration, sea motion, engine noise, etc. Lack of shore leave
means that many seafarers are trapped in this environment, often with people of
different nationalities and cultures, for several months at a time. All these factors,
together with lack of shore leave and recreation, affect seafarers’ mental and physical
well-being and reinforce isolation, fatigue, depression and stress.
Recreational facilities aboard ship are not a luxury but a necessity for the preservation
of seafarers’ good mental health. They provide a release from boredom and,
frequently, an opportunity to socialize with other crew members. Good recreational
provision can counter the development of anti-social behaviour and practices amongst
crews such as solitary drinking, drug abuse, and extreme behaviour during shore
leave. Aboard most ships, the availability of such recreational facilities is limited to
intermittent TV and radio transmissions. There are, however, exceptions; some ships
provide well-stocked libraries, saunas, well-equipped gymnasia, swimming pools,
karaoke machines, video recorders, video libraries, stereos, musical instruments, dart
boards, pool tables, cinemas, barbecue facilities, card/mah-jong tables, table tennis,
computer games, and access to learning via computer terminals.
Traditionally, ports of the world were located near to city centres and were within
easy access to shore based facilities; these ports are now regarded as historic
ports/docks (e.g. Liverpool, Yokohama, San Francisco). In contrast, modern port
development generally occurs some distance from residential and shopping areas.
These ports are automated, deserted, steel framed, and frequently devoid of public
transport. In addition, there are severe restrictions of shore leave established by the
port authorities that are related to the ISPS Code as well as certain local regulations
Providing modern mariners with the latest and most advanced electronic and
computerized navigation and monitoring systems is prudent and admirable. Yet, in
spite of the increased training and documentation requirements, there is also a
disturbing increase in the criminal activity of seafarers after an incident or casualty
has occurred. While navigating through new regulatory and legal requirements, it can
well strand the seafarer ashore as a “material witness,” or even in jail, for a single
mistake.
There is also a disturbing increase in security threats to seafarers. Vessels and crews
are being attacked, robbed and hijacked. This can lead to death of seafarers or living
in inhuman conditions for long period of time.
Seafaring remains a high-risk occupation. Deaths on ships occur due to occupational
injuries and maritime disasters. Exposure to toxic and carcinogenic materials is also
responsible for significant numbers of seafarer deaths and acute and chronic illnesses.
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Seafarers are exposed to physical hazards to their health, particularly noise and
vibration, also excessive heat and cold and harmful radiation from sunlight. Poor
physical working conditions (excessive noise, vibration and heat) contribute to
accidents, as well as fatigue through long working hours, disturbed sleep and shift
work patterns. Blameworthy behaviour can arise out of commercial pressures, falling
crewing levels and turnaround times, inadequate training, excessive hours, fatigue,
etc. Fatigue may be attributed to many factors: the voyage cycle, sea states, noise,
vibration, climate, functional shipboard role and manning level. It is likely to be less
of a problem in long-haul ships and more of a problem in near-sea trade ships with
numerous port calls, short passages, small crews and frequent application of the twowatch system.
Seafarers are subject to infectious diseases, both as a result of shore and shipboard
exposure. In developed countries, it is claimed that no other occupational group has a
higher prevalence of infectious diseases than seafarers. Like other transport workers,
seafarers have high rates of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).
Studies on the lifestyle of seafarers show that they are more likely to engage in a
range of unhealthy behaviour. Seafarers smoke and drink more, exercise less and
consume more sugar and fat. The mental health of seafarers has only comparatively
recently started to receive the attention it deserves. Shipboard medical care is
normally provided by fellow seafarers who have undergone “paramedic” training
courses. It is considered that seafarers are not receiving the same quality of care as is
available to land-based occupations.
Living and working conditions are generally at their worst when seafarers are
abandoned. Due to a lack of systematic studies, however, the extent of the
abandonment of seafarers is difficult to establish. Seafarers are usually abandoned
when their ship is under arrest by creditors, or when the ship cannot operate due to
collision, repairs, port state detention, etc. Lengths of abandonment may vary from a
couple of weeks to a couple of years.

9. Case study of Latvian seafarers’ pool
A case study on Latvian seafarers is analysed to better understand the determinant
factors which affect the number of active seafarers in Latvia. The data is taken from
the Seamen Registry of Maritime Administration of Latvia that collects quantitative
information about Latvian seafarers on a regular basis. The last data collection was
done at the beginning of 2010 to acquire qualitative data about the motivation of
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Latvian seafarers. The number of respondents covers more than 1% of active seafarers
working on merchant vessels.
Table 4. The size of Latvian pool of seafarers.
Number of active seafarers (based on certificate of competency from 1 Jan 2010)
Merchant fleet
Ratings
Deck ratings
3203
Engine ratings
1912
Service stuff (cooks, stewards, etc )
1403
Total number of ratings
6518
Officers
Officers with conventional certificates
Nonconventional officers
Total number of officers
Total (seafarers working on Merchant vessels)

4964
550
5514
12032

Number of seafarers working on fishing vessels
Number of seafarers working on inland vessels
Total (seafarers working on fishing & inland vessels)
Total number of seafarers

720
248
968
13000

According to the data of Latvian Seamen’s registry (Table 4), there were around
13 000 seafarers at the beginning of 2010 of whom around 12 000 are active at the
merchant fleet (92%). From seafarers working on merchant vessels around 54% are
ratings and 46% are officers. Seafarers working on merchant vessels will be analysed
in more detail.

Changes of the Latvian merchant seaferers (2005 -2010)

16000
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5734
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10000
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2000
0
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Number of ratings
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Number of officers

Figure 7: Number of Latvian seafarers on merchant vessels in 2005 and 2010.
Source: Latvian Seamen Registry
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Looking at the development of Latvian seafarer’s pool from 2005 – 2010, the main
changes have been in the number of ratings (see Figure 7). In 2005 there were 14,268
active seafarers working on merchant vessels, 8534 of which were ratings. The
number of ratings decreased by more than 2000 or around 23% when comparing 2010
with 2005. The change in number of officers is not so considerable. The total decrease
of officers in 2010 is only 220 or about 4% of active officers in 2005.
The number of Latvian ratings has lowered due to increasing competition with ratings
from Asia and the increase in wages in Latvia from 2005 to 2008. A large number of
ratings left the jobs on board and started to work in construction companies, which
offered attractive conditions – they earned the same salary or even more as working
on board. When economical recession started, a part rejoined the merchant fleet but
others left for work abroad.
The number of officers has been decreasing with older officers going into retirement
matched by fewer replacements. The younger generation were less attracted by
maritime education programmes during the economical growth and most commenced
studies in social and business programmes. However, after the start of economical
crisis at the mid of 2008 and growing unemployment, the interest about the maritime
studies increased and twice as many students enrolled in the next study year for
maritime education programmes.
The financial crisis had impact on the budget of Latvian Maritime Academy and the
Liepaja Maritime College that provide educational programmes for ship officers. The
financial support was reduced in the budget. Therefore, there were fewer places for
students who desired to study at maritime education institutions. The tuition fee is
rather high for many students. Therefore, some enrolled students did not commence
studies at the Latvian Maritime Academy due to financial problems with tuition fee
payments.
Most of the seafarers start to work onboard at the age of 20-25 years and retire at 60 65 years of age (see Figure 2). The average age of the Latvian seafarer is about 40
years. The middle age of Latvian seafarers are around forty years. Most have been
educated in the maritime education system of the Soviet Union. Also part are exfishermen who changed received a further qualification as merchant seafarers after the
decrease in the size of the fishing fleet.
During the surveys of Maritime Administration of Latvia the seafarers were asked
about their motivation to start a profession in the maritime industry. Most of the
seafarers indicated a better salary, however, a considerable number choose this
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profession as they wished to become seafarers or, because, it was the family tradition
(see Figure 8). However, due to the limited size of sample, the data are not interpreted
for the age of respondents. There can be a different reason for people who recently
became seafarers compared to those who are already working for 25 years.

Figure 8. Motivation to become a seafarer
Source: Latvian Seamen Registry

The Figure 9 shows the data interpreted in the context of officers and ratings as those
two categories are linked with the different levels of tasks, responsibilities and
salaries.

Figure 9. The reasons for choosing the seafarers profession.
Source: Latvian Seamen Registry
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According to the data from inquiries, salary is the most important factor for people
who choose a rating profession. This can be explained by the short work period (about
6 months) to get a certificate of competence for a rating. To become an officer it takes
a minimum of 3 years (to graduate from Liepaja Maritime College) and 4 years (to
graduate from Latvian Maritime Academy). It can be assumed that money is not the
sole criteria for those who work as officers. There are two important reasons for those
embarking on the profession of an officer - money and willingness to become
seafarer. It should be noted, that family tradition plays a more important role in
becoming an officer, compared to a rating.

Figure 10. Average salary per month for a rating, officer and employee ashore.
Source: Central Statistical Bureau

A comparison between the average gross earnings per month (data from Central
Statistical Bureau and data from crewing companies) shows a great difference
between gross earnings per month for average employee ashore and ships officers (see
Figure 10). Considering the present high unemployment rate (~14.6% on 3 Nov 2010
(data from the Latvian Employment agency)) young adults are attracted to become
officers. According to the information from the Latvian Maritime education
institutions, the interest about the maritime profession increased after the start of the
economic recession. Also, the difference between the average salary for ratings or
officers and the average salary for the average employee and unemployment
motivates ratings or officers that left the seagoing profession to return to employment
on ships.
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The Latvian seafarers were also asked about the present factors which have an impact
on their motivation to work on board. There are four factors:
1. Seafarers like to work on board;
2. Salary, which cannot be earned ashore;
3. Motivation to become a master or chief engineer;
4. Seafarers cannot find employment ashore (see Figure 11).

Figure 11. Reasons to retain employment on board a ship.
Source: Latvian Seamen Registry

Therefore, it can be concluded that the seafarers can be divided into theoretical groups
depending on their motivation to work on board. Each group will act differently if the
internal and external situation will change. The number of seafarers will reduce as a
number will take on employment ashore when the economic situation in Latvia
improves. If the onboard work environment does not improve in the shipping
industry, seafarers will seek job opportunities in other industries.
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Figure 12. Reasons for ending a career as a seafarer on board a ship.
At the same time the seafarers were asked about the factors linked to the decision to
leave work on a ship.
There are two main reasons:
1. Employment ashore;
2. Age of seafarers (Figure 12).
If seafarers are offered an employment opportunity ashore which satisfies their needs,
they will leave the work on board and take on employment ashore. The average age of
a seafarer is about 40 years. According to the data from inquiries, it can be assumed
that part of the seafarers want to remain at sea till the end of their working career,
which is approximately at 60 years. However, additional research is required to
interpret the data to determine the age of the seafarer.
The data collected by MAL experts indicates many factors which are considered as
negative onboard. According to the responses provided from the inquires, the officers
and ratings showed diversification in their answers which can be explained by
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different working conditions on different types of ships in different companies (Figure
13).

Figure 13. Negative factors onboard a ship.

The three main factors are:
-

the length of voyage;

-

bureaucracy on board;

-

time away from family and home;
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Ratings have given the length of the voyage as the main negative reason relating to
the seafarer occupation. The average length of contract for a Latvian rating is around
6 months while a Latvian officer works for a 3 - 4 month period. Officers also noted it
as the main negative factor. It can be concluded that the work environment onboard is
difficult for a long time period.
The bureaucracy or paper work is a growing concern onboard and as it widely
recognized by industry. However, there is no simple solution to this problem. Due to
the increasing amount of international regulations, there is an extensive list of
procedures and checklists that needs to be addressed by the smaller crew size.
Therefore, a longer time is spent on paper work and filling forms (port state control,
flag state control, audits).
The ship is an enclosed environment
family members at home. Seafarers
simple solution, as there is a limited
work environment. The recent trend
intensity of the problem.

and therefore, it is difficult to keep contact with
recognize it as a major problem. There is no
possibility for families to visit mariners in their
of internet availability on ships is reducing the

As there is a large range of responses from seafarers, it is difficult to judge which
factors have the most negative impact on the working life onboard. Additional
research is required to clearly judge how to deal with those factors in a most efficient
way. Solving these problems requires a capital investment in the shipping industry.

Outcome of the Latvian seafarer’s case study:
Each seafarer is an individual with his own needs and motivation, therefore the
reasons for working onboard ships should take different aspects from a variety of
countries into consideration.
Analyzing the qualitative data about Latvian seafarers, it can be concluded that:
1) The size of seafarer pool depends on the economical situation in Latvia.
According to the statistics from maritime educational institutions, the interest
about maritime studies is growing during the time of recession when
unemployment is at a higher level. This is partly attributed to little work
ashore and the return of mariners to the sea.
2) The working life of a seafarer is about 40 years, according to the statistics
from the Seamen Registry. It is expected, that the length of the work life will
decrease and some seafarers will seek job opportunities ashore. The present
age of Latvian seafarers is influenced from lots of ex-fishermen who receive a
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new qualification to change from a fishing fleet to a merchant ship. Many
senior seafarers have been educated in the maritime education system of the
Soviet Union and have a different mindset related to work ashore.
3) Latvian officers are more motivated and career oriented than ratings. This can
be explained by the different level of tasks on board. Ratings perform tasks of
support level, while officers perform operational and managerial level tasks.
4) Money is one of the most important factors that has impact on the decision of
individuals to become seafarers. As the difference between the average salary
in Latvia ashore and salary for an officer on board is considerable, there is
potential to attract individuals to become ship officers.
5) If the need for Latvian seafarers will be recognized at the governmental level,
then support to maritime educational institutions should provide favourable
conditions to be educated as ship officers. At the present time, many
individuals cannot pay for their tuition, and so this creates an obstacle for
them. A support system will increase the outflow from maritime education
institutions and increase the number of Latvian seafarers.
6) The length of the voyage is recognised as the main negative factor for onboard
work conditions. Other factors include paper work and time away from
family. Additional research is required to seek solutions to these problems.

10. Latvian maritime educational institutions
Maritime education is one of the main driving forces for a successful development of
the maritime sector, as seafarers end their career at sea, join the workforce ashore and
transfer know-how and valuable experience from shipping sector to ship management
companies and other companies related to maritime businesses. Therefore, Latvia is
interested to keep a continuous flow of graduates from educational institutes. There
are 6 educational institutions established in Latvia. For ship officers and engineers:
- Latvian Maritime Academy;
- Liepaja Maritime College;
- Riga Maritime School;
For preparing the ratings:
- Latvian Shipping Company’s training centre “LSC Marine Training”;
- Training centre “ZERKO” (SIA Mācību ražošanas kombināts ZERKO);
- Training centre “DIENVIDI” (SIA “Dienvidi” Jūrniecības mācību centrs
“Dienvidi”);
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Riga Maritime School and Liepaja Maritime College offer secondary maritime
education. After finishing studies, graduates can continue their studies in higher
maritime education programs in Liepaja Maritime College or the Latvian Maritime
Academy. The difference between those two highest maritime educational institutions
is that the Latvian Maritime Academy offers 2nd level highest education programs
while Liepaja Maritime College offers only 1st level highest education programs.
According to the information from maritime educational institutions, 186 students
graduated secondary and higher maritime education programs in 2010 (Figure 14).
This is the lowest index during the past 5 years and it is expected that it will increase
in the following years, due to the higher number of intakes during the past year. The
difference between decreasing number of graduates and increasing number of enrolled
students is related to the time required to study education programs for ship officers,
as they require 3-4 years before receiving their qualification. Therefore, a small
number of graduates, 3-4 years ago correlates with the lowest level of interest in
maritime studies (Figure 15).

Figure 14. Number of graduates from Latvian maritime educational centres.
The large number of enrolled students at the present time is related to the present
economical situation in Latvia. The interest in maritime studies is higher during
periods of economic recession. Other educational centres delivered 240 ratings to the
seafarer pool in 2010, an increase from previous years. As the training programs for
ratings takes around 6 months, the interest in studies for ratings is immediately
reflected in the statistics. However, the prospect for ship officers to find employment
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in the future is far better than for ratings, as the competition between Latvian ratings
and ratings from Asia increases. It is expected that the number of graduates from
further vocational centres will decrease in response to the lower demand.

Figure 15. Number of students enrolled in different maritime educational institutions.

11. The initiative of MAL to attract new candidates to a seafarer’s
profession
After 2000, Latvian maritime organizations were considerably influenced by the rapid
decrease of graduates in the Latvian Maritime Academy. The maritime industry in
other countries faced the same problem. Some decades ago, one of the most important
reasons to choose the career of a seafarer, was the possibility to earn a high salary. An
improvement to the economic situation led to a similar remuneration for jobs onboard
and ashore.
There is a particular shortage of qualitative ship officers. It is comparatively easy to
become a rating and mechanic, but one has to study at the highest educational
institution for a considerably long period to become an officer.
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During the period 2004-2005, the ratio of Latvian ship officers to ratings was 40:60.
Considering Latvia as a country with historical maritime traditions and the ability to
educate, the Ministry of Transport has set a goal to increase this ratio to 60:40 by
2013.
The poor image of the ship officer career in our society, and little public information
about the opportunity for further studies leads to fewer applicants for higher maritime
education studies at the Latvian Maritime Academy or Liepaja Maritime College.
During the years 2005/2006 MAL held several meetings with the high school teaching
staff and several high school professors indicated the lack of knowledge about the
education institutions to prepare young people for the maritime industry.

11.1 Contest “Anchor” (Enkurs)
In 2005, considering the given situation of the employment in the maritime industry,
MAL for the first time attempted to attract the young people attention to the seafarers’
career by organizing a competition “Looking for Ship Masters, also You”(“Gaidām
kapteiņus, arī Tevi!). With the assistance of Ministry of Education and Science, the
Latvian high schools were invited to take part in a competition where the students had
to answer different questions regarding maritime industry. Also, the participants were
invited to take part in different excursions where they learned about Riga Port, LSC’s
training centre - SIA LSC Marine Training, Freeport of Riga Harbour Master’s office
and Latvian Maritime Academy. The students taking part appreciated the activities,
yet, the number of participants was low.
After inquiring the managers of different Latvian high schools, it became clear that
many different institutions and organizations offer similar kind of competitions
focused on getting answers to exact questions. With this, such kind of competitions is
considered not effective.
Due to information obtained, Latvian Maritime Academy decided to develop a contest
based on other principles – it should be attractive, besides also - unique, organized by
professional mariners.
It was necessary to unite several maritime institutions and organizations to realize the
idea and carry out the activities as the place, specialists and financial resources were
needed. The seafarers’ training centre “Novikontas” was the first one to respond
having suitable facilities for the contest. Also, the Crewing Company Association
(Latvijas Jūrnieku darbā iekārtošanas kompāniju (kruingkompāniju) asociācija),
Latvian Seafarers’ Trade Union (Latvijas Jūrnieku arodbiedrība), as well as the largest
ports and Maritime Union agreed to cooperate.
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During the next years Latvian Ship Owners Association, Latvian Coast Guard
Service, the Latvian Red Cross, seafarers training centre „LAPA”, Latvian Shipping
Company, as well as several other shipping companies and organizations, were
involved in organizing and supporting the given initiative.
„Besides the fact, that this contest informs the high school students about the
possibilities of seafarer’s career and improves its image, it has accomplished also
another good deed – in order to achieve the common goal – it has united different
maritime organizations, even those who until now could not solve their mutual
problems due to competition or other reasons,” - the estimate of Antons Vjaters,
Chairman of the Board of Latvian Maritime Union after the third year of the
competition.
The contest was given name “Anchor” (Enkurs). During the first year the participants
had to accomplish several practical tasks at the training centre “Novikontas” – they
had to swim across the basin in immersion suit and get on the rescue raft, get into the
smoke labyrinth with full fireman equipment and gas masks, find the „victim” and get
out together, as well as demonstrate ship navigating abilities using “Novikontas”
navigating equipment.
To succeed with the tasks participants had to train hard, learn the meanings of the
buoys and other signs learn how to navigate the ship in impenetrable fog conditions.
The contest also included the pulling rope competition that became a traditional task
for the next years.
The three winner teams received the prize – cruise trip on board the ferry to
Stockholm, besides, during the trip, the children learned much about processes on
board the ship, visited captain’s bridge and engine room, and also met the crew
members. The trip with the ferry, provided by the company, AS Tallink became a
traditional prize for the next years.
As the members of the teams are completely replaced during the three years, it was
important to ensure that during three years each team competes at different locations,
having different tasks and the competition maintains the interest of the high school
students. Every year new schools join the competition and besides existing tasks new
ones are developed.
In 2008/2009 school year for the first time the final contest took place at the Latvian
Maritime Academy due to initiative and activities of the Students Council. Several
members of the Students Council were the former participants of the contest
“Anchor” (Enkurs).
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Also during the 2009/2010 school year the final contest took place at Latvian
Maritime Academy and the students had prepared additional tasks that differed from
the experienced ones at the training centre “Novikontas”. The cooperation with the
academy students has been successful part of the contests from the very beginning –
each high school team has its guide – the academy student, who helps the team
members to orientate in unusual situation during the competition at the seafarers’
training centres, ports and other places, gives the necessary explanations. Usually the
participants and students get to know each other, make friends and it is a possibility to
discuss and receive the information about the studies at the Latvian Maritime
Academy, students’ life, practice on board of the ships and other questions.
11.2 Beginnings of the International Cooperation
The cooperation has been opened with the colleagues from Lithuania and Estonia in
organizing the Maritime contests.
During the meeting with the organizers of the contest “Anchor” (Enkurs) at Maritime
Administration of Latvia in 2008, the Lithuanian Maritime experts were introduced
with the idea of the contest, its preparatory processes and procedures. Considering the
experience of Latvian colleagues, the Lithuanian experts organized Anchor-like
contest – Road to the Sea (Jūry keliais). At the meeting of the Baltic States Maritime
Administration experts in 2010, it was decided to look for the cooperation
opportunities, so that the high school maritime contests eventually become an
international event.
The organizers of the both contests – “Anchor” (Enkurs) and “Road to Sea” (Jūry
keliais) - met in Klaipeda during January 2011. They developed the cooperation
project allowing the two national teams, the winners at their home countries, compete
for the first time. In case of successful cooperation, it is expected to arrange the
contest in Lithuania for one year, in Latvia – for the next one. In the first year the
meeting of the two teams is scheduled for the 14th of May in Klaipeda, Lithuanian
Maritime Academy, where the contest “Road to Sea” (Jūry keliais) will take place.
Unlike Latvia, where there are more participating teams and, therefore, the selection
rounds of the contest take place at different locations, Lithuanians compete only at
their Lithuanian Maritime Academy.
During the meeting, the contest program was prepared selecting the tasks that the
young people accomplish in the both countries:
- Competition in the swimming pool. Swimming across the pool in hydro
costumes and getting on the life raft;
- The task in the smoke filled maze – finding and rescuing the “victim”;
- Ship navigation, using the navigation simulator;
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- Tug-of-war;
- Throwing of the heaving line;
- Communicating with the signal flags;
In order to get accustomed to unfamiliar conditions and have the possibility to
exercise, the Latvian team will arrive in Klaipeda day before the contest. Hopefully,
the unusual location of the contest will not cause major problems, as the Lithuanian
Maritime Academy facilities and equipment are similar to that of Latvian seafarers’
training centre “Novikontas”.
The experts from Estonian Maritime Administration and Maritime Academy have
also shown interest in these contests for high school students. It is agreed that in 2011
the Estonians will take participate in contest of Latvian and Lithuanian teams as the
observers.
11.3 Survey results
During September/October 2010 the experts of MAL conducted a survey among the
high school students of 7 Latvian high schools in different regions in order to estimate
the level of their knowledge concerning the ship officer’s profession. The high school
students were from the 10th to 12th level classes, both boys and girls. Simultaneously,
a questionnaire was carried out on students at the Latvian Maritime Academy.
420 young people (boys and girls) from high schools of 7 Latvian towns - Liepāja,
Bauska, Aizpute, Jelgava, Madona, Alūksne and Riga were invited to participate in
the study. The questionnaire consisted of 4 questions with possible alternative
answers. The first two questions required only one answer. The answers from the
boys and girls were separated when summarizing the results to the first two questions.
Question 1: Do you have any idea about the profession of ship officer?
1. Yes
79
2. No
146
3. Very little
195
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Figure 16. Responses from girls and boys about awareness of the ship officer
profession.
Question 2: Are you interested in this profession?
1. Yes
93
2. No
139
3. Seems interesting, but not for me
188

Figure 17. Answers to question on interest in the seafarers profession.
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Question 3. What are the sources of the information about the ship officer
profession? The schoolchildren could choose from several alternatives.
1. Family
89
2. At school
167 (85 from “Anchor”)
3. Friends, acquaintances
77
4. Mass media
36
5. Books, movies
135
6. Visiting exhibitions, open-door
and similar activities
24
7. Other (specify)
19 (Youth Guard
Organization – 5)

No kādiem informācijas avotiem esi guvis priekšstatu par jūras
virsnieka profesiju?
Ģimenē
Skolā
no draugiem, paziņām
no masu medijiem
no grāmatām, filmām
apmeklējot izstādes, atvērto durvju
dienas, līdzīgus pasākumus
cits variants

Figure 18. Responses regarding the information sources about the ship officer
profession.
The answers bring allow to conclude that high school students get more information
about the ship officer’s profession at school. Half of them mention the contest
“Anchor” (Enkurs), either having participated themselves or having heard from
friends or seen it on TV. Nineteen young people have chosen the alternative „Other”,
not specifying what, though 5 of them have received information during studies.
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Question 4: What would encourage you to choose this profession? (several answers
possible)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Interesting job
High remuneration
Possibility to see the world
Stable future prospects
Romance in the profession
Other (specify)

155
389
210
87
31
-

Figure 19. The reasons for choosing the ship officer profession.

It is clear that the higher remuneration for the job is the most attractive reason
followed by the possibility to see the world, and an interesting job. No one has
mentioned any other reason except the five given answers.

Question 5: What are the reasons that would make you reject this profession?
(several answers possible)
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Dangerous profession
Long time away from the home and family
Education requirements (maths, physics, English)
High responsibility for people's life and material values
Durable work in enclosed environment
Other (what?)

69
314
154
120
199
42

Figure 20. The reasons for rejecting the ship officer profession.

The main factors that restrain young people from choosing a ship officer’s career are
the long time away from home and family, as well as the necessity to work and live in
closed environment. Many of the respondents do not like the requirement to study
exact sciences, followed by being responsible for people's lives and material values.
During the regular meetings with the high school students one can often hear the
arguments about the risks and dangers of this profession, nevertheless, in the results
of the questionnaire this argument is seldom. 42 young people have chosen the answer
„Other”, often explaining that they are interested in some other profession. That does
not mean all the others would like to become ship officers; the goal of this question
was to show the general opinion about the profession.
The results of the survey confirm that approximately one third of the pool has no
opinion, but about half know very little about this profession. At the same time, the
ship officer profession seems attractive to 2/3 of the respondents, although 2/3 of the
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interested people admit that it is not suitable for them. Nevertheless, it is possible to
conclude, that in some schools a considerable number of students is really interested
in a ship officer’s career. More important is the possibility for the potential maritime
students to get the necessary information about this profession and corresponding
educational institutions.
The results of the survey show that the necessary information is mostly obtained at
school, and a considerable number of high school students benefited from the contest
“Anchor” (Enkurs). Books and films are the next source of information, although it
often creates obscure, too romantic or too somber image of the profession. The survey
also included questions that helped understand the advantages and disadvantages of
the profession from the perspective of the high school students.

Besides the survey among the high school students MAL experts questioned 40
students from the 1st to 3rd year level at the Latvian Maritime Academy from
different education programs.
Question 1. Why have you decided to choose the ship officer’s profession (study
in LMA)? The students could select more than one alternative.
1. Interesting job
16
2. High remuneration
31
3. Possibility to travel around the world
8
4. Stable future prospects
18
5. Romance in the profession
7
6. Other(what?)
-
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Figure 21. The reasons for choosing the ship officer profession and study in LMA.
According to the answers, potential ship officers, as well as the high school students,
mention the high remuneration as the most attractive factor in choosing this
profession (75% of all respondents). At the same time, almost half of the students see
the importance of stable future perspectives, followed by interesting job possibilities.
No one has marked the answer „Other”.

Question 2: What are the sources of the information about the ship officer
profession? (several possible answers)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Family
School
Friends, acquaintances
Mass media
Books, movies
Visiting exhibitions, open-door, etc
Other (what?)
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Figure 22. The sources of the information about the ship officer profession.
The answers from the students show that their friends and acquaintances provide the
most information about the profession. It is followed by „Visiting exhibitions, opendoor and similar activities” – while the scholars choose this answer very seldom.

Question 3: In your opinion, what is the reason the students leave their studies at
the Latvian Maritime Academy?
No possible answers were offered, and so, the responses were summarized. “Too
difficult study programs” – was the most often stated reason. This was expressed in
different ways – „lack of self-discipline, lack of willingness to learn”, or „too difficult
study programs, too strict requirements”. Certainly, one has to consider these answers
have not been given by those who left the academy, but by their friends and former
study partners. There is another reason – „too few scholarships, studies are too
expensive, difficult to combine work with studies”. The number of people who choose
the third reason was insignificant - „people realized that the profession is not for
them” or „people realized that they made the wrong choice”.
During the private discussions with academy students, they admit too tough course
requirements, but, if the student works hard, the professors show their appreciation by
offering help. On the other hand, if the student does not try, he can be dispelled.
Students themselves approve of such attitude, as the person can not become a good
ship officer if he is irresponsible, cannot discipline himself and overcome difficulties.
As for financial problems, students admit it is more of an excuse since there is no
unemployment among the academy graduates. Besides, the remuneration during the
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first years of employment is sufficiently high to pay any loans that have been taken to
undertake the studies.
The reason - „the persons realized that made the wrong choice” and left the studies,
was mentioned only in 3 questionnaires. Students admit that there are certain
problems – if the person wants to choose the seafarers career, there is no opportunity
to get a taste of the seafarers lifestyle. For example, if a person wants to become a
doctor, he can at least try to work at the hospital as a nurse. Also, many other
professions offer the possibilities to gain real impressions about the future job.
Perhaps a mechanism can be introduced to provide some work experience to potential
students, after participating in a basic study program.

Question 4: Has the image of the profession changed during the studies, and if so,
how?
The students’ responses were mostly negative. They emphasized very often that going
into a new work lifestyle made it seem even more attractive. Other responses point
out that that the study process turned out to be more difficult than it seemed at the
beginning. Seldom did anyone answer with „it is easier than I expected”. As a
separate answer in several questionnaires we could point out – „there are more girls
than I expected!”
The summary of the Latvian Maritime Academy student’s responses to the
questionnaire shows no correlation to the study program or study year. Participation
in interviews was voluntary, facilitated through help from the Student Council. As a
result, it can be assumed that the most active students had a bias in the completed
questionnaires and interviews.
The goal of the surveys was to find out the source of information about their future
profession and their motivation to study at the LMA. As part of the students leave the
Academy at their own free will or are dispelled, they were asked to explain the
reasons, considering that they are better informed about the real reasons than the
professors. The questionnaire also included answers concerning the change of the
opinions about their future profession. As mentioned before, the majority of young
people entering the Academy do not have a clear understanding about the future job
that is often taken from books and films.
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11.3. Interview
Considering that the inflow of the female students at the Latvian Maritime Academy
increases every year, MAL experts decided to interview one - a 3rd year student
Lienīte Erske. The goal of this interview was to determine the reasons that helped the
student to choose the profession, that until now was not traditional for women, and
find out how she sees the future for women employed in the maritime industry. This
was even more interesting because the student changed her specialty at the beginning
of the 2nd year of her studies. She changed from the Port management program
(where most female students study) to the Ship navigation program (traditionally
suited to men). During the interview (October, 2010), MAL experts wanted to clarify
the reasons for changing her specialty and hear about her future goals. The student has
participated in the contest “Anchor” (Enkurs) during the studies at high school and
now supports it actively while studying at the Academy, seeing it as a very valuable
and objective source of information relating to opportunities in the ship officer career.
Interview with Ms. Lienite Erkske - a 3rd year student at the Latvian Maritime
Academy in the Ship navigation program
Who or what motivated you to become a ship officer?
I received the first insight from my acquaintance, a family friend. His job is
related to the maritime industry and he told me about the perspectives in the
field. I was told that, as a graduate of the Latvian Maritime Academy, I could
work in any country in the world, so, I am not bound to only one country. I do
not know why, but there is very little information about this field in Latvia.
Then I learnt about the contest “Anchor” (Enkurs) for high school students
and decided to organize a team at my school and participate. It was very
interesting and became clear, that I shall continue my studies at the Latvian
Maritime Academy. However, I hesitated on choosing a study program for a
long time – either the Port and shipping management or Ship navigation. It
was not clear what a woman could do onboard a ship? On the other hand,
education in port management – a strong economic education offers broad
perspectives. So, I entered the port management program. My conviction was
changed by our professor Mr. Evertovskis during his first lecture. Then he
pointed out that qualified personnel ashore need specialists with work
experience at sea. After my first work experience onboard the ship, I realized
that I still want to study ship navigation and at the beginning of the 2nd year, I
transferred to the Ship navigation study program.
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Your goal is – to become a master?
My fellow students laugh at me – Such a small, little girl - a master? No, my goal
is not to become a master, but a really good, highly qualified expert in the
field. Now I am certain, to reach this goal one needs experience from working
at sea. During my first work experience I understood that I like to work
onboard a ship, to be at sea. I saw the responsibility of ship officers, and this I
like as well. I am ready to take on the responsibility and always look for new
challenges. Until now I have been on two voyages. It is now easier to study, as
I know what it’s all about, what it is - to work at sea.
Have you changed your opinion that girls have nothing to do at sea?
Absolutely! During my second practice I was on board a tanker going from the
Arab Emirates to Europe engaged in a lot of inspections. The 2nd officer
allowed me to answer the questions of the inspectors and engage in duties
requiring paperwork. I realized then the large amount of so called „paper
work”. The senior shipmasters and other ship officers dislike that very much.
They try to avoid these duties, and don’t take them seriously. My generation is
already programmed to work with the documents, and that is really more
suitable for women. Yet, as already indicated, I like all the activities onboard
and the alarm situations. Of course, the problem is that before entering the
academy, usually, the student has never been at sea or onboard a ship. On the
other hand, I do not know anybody who had left the academy from
disappointment of the chosen profession. If a student leaves, then more often it
happens because of the difficulties in studying. Everybody is not ready for
that. But I can be sure – the main thing is your will, if the teachers see that the
student tries hard, they usually appreciate it.
What advice could you provide to students considering studies at the Academy?
You have to be approachable, communicative, able to manage people, take
responsibility and challenges. The studies will be difficult for those who do
not like physics and mathematics. About the job – remember that long periods
will be spent far away from your family, working and living in enclosed
environment for a long time. And, of course, there will be no romance,
sunrises and sunsets, instead – a serious, responsible job. But, it is possible for
both women and men.
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12. CONCLUSIONS
Outcome of Study of Latvian Maritime Seafarer Human Resources

E
Increase quality

Support

Increase study

Improve working

availability

conditions on board

Maritime

Shipping

educational

companies

institutions

The ways how to attract and motivate seafarers to stay in the
profession:
1) By providing information about shipping industry;
2) By providing availability of maritime education;
3) By improving quality of studies to ensure competitive performance
of the seafarers;
4) By providing better working environment.

1. Seafarer resources offer a key to competitiveness in the European Maritime
cluster. The decreasing number of European seafarers is a serious concern for a
sustainable European maritime cluster. Attention at the European level needs to be
directed to attract new recruits into the shipping profession to increase the size of the
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European pool of seafarers. This effect will also benefit the maritime sectors ashore
that gain from the knowledge and experience of the seafarer.
2. European seafarers are more expensive than seafarers from 3rd countries,
attributable to the more expensive costs of living (social) in home countries. This has
a negative effect on the demand for European seafarers. However, the increasing
global demand for ship officers suggests that more initiative should be placed on
attracting and educating officers.
3. Since European seafarers are not cost-competitive, European seafarers should
compete on quality and improved performance on board than on salary levels for
seafarers from 3rd countries. Focus needs to be directed to the maritime education
system at the European level. The European Union should combine strengths with
European Ship-owners and other sectors to support the maritime education system.
The support for maritime education should be organized not only in the ship-owner’s
country but also in other countries like Latvia which has historically been strong in
shipping, but now lacks ship-owners.
4. The supply of Latvian seafarers for EU ship-owners can be considered as a core
activity for the maritime industry in Latvia due to the relatively small shipping sector
and overcapacity of seafarers.
5. The sum of determinant factors determines if the profession is attractive for
possible entrants and plays an important role for providing an incentive to undertake
education in the maritime sector. The sum of determinant factors has an impact on the
decision of the seafarer to continue working on board or to leave for work ashore.
6. Salary is one of the most important factors that impact the decision of individuals to
become seafarers. As the difference between average salary in Latvia and income for
an officer is considerable, there is potential to attract individuals to become ship
officers.
7. The length of the voyage is recognised as the main negative factor for working
conditions onboard. Other factors are: the paper work and the long time away from
family. Further research is required to find a solution.
8. Young people are less attracted to maritime education programmes during times of
economical growth, with most choosing to study social and business programmes.
9. If the need for Latvian seafarers will be recognized at the government level, the
support for maritime education institutions will provide more favorable conditions
and that will result as an increase in ship officers. The main obstacle, at the present
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time, is expensive tuition that many individuals cannot afford. An appropriate support
system will increase the size of the pool of Latvian seafarers.
10. Information is an important element that helps attract young people to a seafarer’s
profession. Negative factors such as work conditions, cause obstacles for undertaking
such a career. Seafarers leave work onboard ships, students discontinue their maritime
studies, and less young people undertake education for the maritime industry. The EU
could help to improve the work environment onboard through EU funds. These
options should be further investigated.
11. The efforts of MAL information campaigns to attract young people to seafaring,
to attract graduates to ship officer’s career in the shipping and maritime industries
have a positive effect. Cooperation and exchange programs between maritime
educational institutions at national and European level should be promoted.
12. Additional research is required to get data and build a dynamic model of the active
seafarer’s pool that will provide a better overview over human resources in the
shipping industry.
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